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ABOUT ME
 Pronouns: She/her(s)
 Technical Services & Metadata Librarian 
(2017 – Present)
 Received Masters in Information Science 
from University of North Texas
 Acquired Masters of Arts in Religious 
Studies (South Asian) from University of 
Colorado in Boulder
 Dual-Bachelors Degree in Psychology and 
Sociology from Kansas State University
PRESENTATION OUTLINE
 Explaining what LMU Digital Commons (LMU-
DC) is
 Initial Planning of the Institutional Repository 
(IR) at LMU
 Building (up) the IR
 List of content currently accepted in LMU-DC
 Lessons Learned
INITIAL PLANNING OF THE INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY AT LMU
 Preliminary planning – three times during 2012-2017
 Recommendation from 1st task force in 2013
 2014 1st round – requested funds for it in a grant
 2015 2nd librarian taskforce – awaited an opportunity for requesting funding
 2016 3rd round – another group of librarians
 Formal planning began Spring 2017 
INITIAL PLANNING OF THE INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY AT LMU




 Library Directors, and Library Personnel
 Submitted request for funds in Spring 2017 for IR platform for 2017-2018 budget
 Revised a librarian position to be a Technical Services and Metadata Librarian and be in 
charge of the Institutional Repository
 Received requested funds for 2017-2018 budget and hired librarian (e.g., me)
BUILDING (UP) THE IR
 First step: 
We decided if we needed to find a 
platform, or a vendor
 Cost-benefits considerations, such as 
salaried staff vs. vendor subscription
 Most user-friendly for technical users 
and end-users both
BUILDING (UP) THE IR

 Second step: 
 Assembled a solo, a duo, or a team
 Technical Services & Metadata Librarian at 
LMU is primarily in charge of the IR at 
LMU, with some projects distributed to 
other staff members
BUILDING (UP) THE IR
 Third step: 
 Planned and delegated
 In our team, we have:
 Lead who can do a little of everything; takes 
on most things, including outreach and 
administrative support
 The university’s archivist
 Some tech-savvy staff who enjoy the 
projects
BUILDING (UP) THE IR

 Fourth step: 
 Design and brand name, goes hand in 
hand
 Lead, systems librarian, and 
electronic resources assistant 
(responsible for outreach) 
collaborated on the web design –
the information architecture
 And a few other things on the way
BUILDING (UP) THE IR
IR Team


















And some trainings in 
between…
Duncan School 
of Law & LMU 
Law Review
checked with
BUILDING (UP) THE IR
 Fifth step: 
 Procedures and Launch
 Benchmarking and learning from other IR 
policies
 Clearing submission policies with legal 
department




LIST OF CONTENT CURRENTLY ACCEPTED IN LMU-DC





LIST OF CONTENT CURRENTLY ACCEPTED IN LMU-DC
 Scholarly Materials
 New articles
 Journal articles (preferably post-prints –
must have copyright or permission to 
distribute)
 Electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs)
 Honors theses
LMU LAW REVIEW’S SUCCESS
 First issue and volume digitized: ~2014
 Total downloads: 13,916 since July 5, 2018 
14:33 
 Total papers: 49
 1/3 of those downloads are from January 
to July 2018 
 This is not considering if we added a few 
more disciplines to our collection, with 
LMU Digital Commons!
LMU DIGITAL COMMONS NOW
 More than the LMU Law Review now!
 Total downloads: 23,329
 Total works: 227
 Downloads excluding LMU Law Review: 
3,051
 1,723 from January 1 to May 29, 2020
 1,217 from ETDs (since November, 2019)
 215 from Uncopyrighted Books
 168 from Image Gallery
LMU DIGITAL COMMONS:  THE FUTURE
 This is a project that will be ongoing, and 
in-progress
 The process will include the continuous 
add of content that represents myriads 
scholarly materials and activities centered 
around LMU
 LMU Digital Commons had just went live 
in 2018
 To make it successful, we need the library –
and a little time, which (like thyme) is part 
of the recipe.
LESSONS LEARNED
 Is it only one person who creates and 
maintains an IR, or a community? Is it 
somewhere in between?
 Dominican University in California has one 
person doing bulk of the work
 At LMU, we have an in-between - mostly 
community via different departments or 
group, and I pick up slack where necessary
 Anticipate how work flows will work early 
on
 Expect work flows to change as university 
structure does
LESSONS LEARNED
 What is the ideal scenario and what is the 
realistic outcome?
 Let’s be real: the difference between the two 
will never be the same!
 One map of community and structures 
provides vision, not what may happen, at 
least right away (still worth doing, though)
 Institution structures and workflows in 
departments change
LESSONS LEARNED
 Is there any way to anticipate the 
bureaucratic demands for the IR’s 
presence?
 Knowing the university’s bureaucracy ahead 
of time helps initially
 This may change, too! 
 Talk with people who have done similar 
projects
 Always have an advisor (like my supervisor 
for me), who can help you navigate it all
 Tldr: you cannot anticipate every demand
LESSONS LEARNED
 Summary: be willing to improvise, and be 
patient (including with yourself)
 As demonstrated, making and maintaining an 
IR takes time
 Starting the planning to have an IR means 
deciding on a project that will take years
 Building collections also take time
 This time is an opportunity to organize 
future projects and plant the seed of 
potential – and success
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LA FIN.
Any further questions?
Arya.Hackney@lmunet.edu
